
 

The public transportation crisis boosted the use of bicycles  

in the capital of Chile 

 

 
 

In Santiago, around 6 million people use public buses, 2.6 million people use the subway and approx 1.1 

milion people ride a bicycle as a mean of transport in the capital. 

 

In the past month, the social and political unrest in the country has boosted the outbreak and the 

emergency of the public transportation, mainly in the capital, Santiago. 

 

As a consequence, several subway stations and public buses were burnt and the public 

transportation became a chaos: the subway started to operate only in some stations, and public buses were 

not able to cope with the demand. Both problems, urged people to look for the alternative in transportation, 

the bicycle. 

 

Indeed, the bicycle explosion was so evident that several users in social networks have informed that in 

some suburbs, there is even trafic congestion in some bike lanes. According to the researcher from the 

Catholic University, the demand of bicycles has increased 100% in comparison to the previous two months. 

 

However, this trend is not only due to 

the current situation in the country. 

According to the market Research 

Eco-counter, the country leads the 

ranking along with Sweden, Poland, 

Czech Republic and Luxembourg with 

a growth rate over 10% annually. 

Chile’s growth rate is over Austria, 

Switzerland, Australia, France, Finland 

and Norway with a growth rate from  

5 -10% and even over the group of 

New Zealand, Ireland, GB, Spain, 

Canada and USA with a highest growth 

rate of 5%.   

 

In 2002, the market share of the bicycle use among means of transport was less than 2%, a figure that 

increased to 4% in 2012. Nowadays, it reaches approx 6 to 7%. The situation is very similar in other cities of 

the country.  
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Another reason to choose a bicycle over other public transportations is its low cost. The fare of the 

subway and public bus is around 1 USD, it is one of the highest in the region, ranking in the 2nd position 

closely to the top 1, Uruguay. In fact, the current situation that the country is facing, started from October 6th, 

is caused by a modest subway fare increase that led high school students to jump turnstiles at metro 

stations in Santiago, the capital, earlier this month. They promoted it as an act of civil disobedience 

using the hashtag #EvasionMasiva, or “Mass Evasion,” on social media.  

 

                Cost of the public transportation in the region 

 
 

In addition, this “bike boom” was also an interesting source of investment. “Mobike”, founded by the 

Chinese Beijing Mobike Technology Co., Ltd landed in the country, during the first semester of last year, 

after some municipalities implement the bike rental system in the country in 2015 and the result for all 

companies has been positive. 

 

In general terms, several other reasons can add to this increase, such as health, environment 

or pleasure, however, in general, the most important issue to be concerned is the “safety”. It is 

therefore a must to have necessary security equipment and high quality bicycle. In this regard, Thai 

companies in this bicycle industry should consider Chile an emerging market to introduce their wide 

variety of bike articles because no matter the reason to ride, the bicycle has become an essential 

mean of transport in the country. 
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